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Learning from the History:

Means of Imagining the Community of Rare Diseases

Koichi Mikami (Science, Technology and Innova?on Studies, University of Edinburgh), contact: k.mikami@ed.ac.uk

Objec-ves

1. Examines historically how rare diseases have became an important public health issue in the 21st century
2. Explores how they can remain to be recognized as such in the future

Methods

This is based on a sociological study on the history of orphan drugs in the United States and Europe. In this study, published
materials and interviews were analyzed to iden?fy cri?cal factors in the history.

Results

Phase 1 – Origin of the Orphan Drug Problem

Originally, orphan drugs meant “drugs of limited commercial value,” in which pharmaceu?cal companies showed liFle interest.
Some clinical researchers successfully developed a drug to treat their pa?ents but could not ﬁnd companies to produce it
commercially. The rarity of their diseases was one of several reasons for their unproﬁtability and hence the companies’ lack of
interest. In the mid-1970s, the US Food and Drug Administra?on (FDA) started the discussion internally about providing
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial incen?ves for commercial development of such drugs. It concerned mainly drugs that were already
developed but not made commercially available. Because the companies had produced some unproﬁtable drugs as “service
drugs” in the past, the FDA believed the situa?on could be improved by provision of some incen?ves.

Phase 2 – Vic-ms of Orphan Diseases

When the issue was picked up in the US Congress in the late 1970s, some pa?ents and their families were invited to take part in
the discussion for the ﬁrst ?me and speak about their problems in their own words. They became collec?vely characterized as
“vic?ms of orphan diseases.” This rhetoric shiVed the focus of the discussion from drugs to diseases, and allowed pa?ents of
rare diseases with no therapies to be part of the discussion too.
The Congressional hearings provided a ‘plaXorm’ for actors represen?ng diﬀerent stakeholders to converse with each other.
Each of them tried to deﬁne what ‘orphan drugs’ were and proposed poten?al solu?ons for them, reﬂec?ng their own beliefs.
For example, the pharmaceu?cal industry, tried to present orphan drugs as a consequence of strict drug regula?on by the FDA
and insisted that what was needed was not a new legisla?on for orphan drugs but reforma?on of its drug approval process.

Phase 3 – Rare diseases became opportuni-es

In 1983, the discussions in the Congress resulted in the Orphan Drug Act and orphan drugs became clearly deﬁned as drugs for
rare diseases, but pharmaceu?cal companies were s?ll reluctant to undertake development of such “service drug.” The real
game changer was the emergence of biotechnology ﬁrms in the late 1980s, which successfully re-conceptualized orphan drugs
as aFrac?ve “business opportuni?es.” They did so either by salami-slicing (sugges?ng the drugs are intended for rare diseases
despite their broader applica?on poten?als) or se^ng very high price.
In the 1990s, rare diseases became a policy opportunity in Europe as it represented a merit of its integra?on. However, the
idea of orphan drugs as “business opportuni?es” was crucial for star?ng the discussion about having equivalent regula?on in
Europe, which was enacted in 2000.

Discussion

Rare diseases has become an important public health issue by imagining its community – the community is ‘imagined’ in a sociological
sense that, while its boundary has never been clear and its members do not know most others, a wide range of ac?ons have been
iden?ﬁed with the interests of the community. LiFle progress was made when the community was imagined exclusively as that of
‘vic?ms’ and those who cared about them, but the community became successful aVer policymakers and commercial organiza?ons
began to realize not only pa?ents and their families but also they themselves beneﬁt from addressing the issues of rare diseases.

Implica-ons

1. With the Internet and Social Media, raising awareness of and advoca?ng for rare diseases are much easier now than
it was in the 1970s and 1980s. They are powerful tools for the empowerment of pa?ents but there is a risk of
‘fragmen?ng’ the community if too much emphasis is placed on divergent and poten?ally conﬂic?ng interests.
2. Recent advances in genomics are increasingly ‘sub-categorizing’ what have been thought as common diseases and
making them eligible targets for orphan drugs. The poten?al explosion of orphan drugs can challenge the relevance
of the imagined ‘rare diseases’ community in the public health domain.
3. As the community does not exist but is imagined, its future and hence the progress in rare diseases depend on the
eﬀort to keep all the stakeholders interested and this may require some strategic shaping of its communal iden?ty.
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